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Before Madagascar comes to me 

• I used to code C programs and run them directly before. (No 
parameter card at all) 

• I used Word to write papers and some abstracts before. 

• I used SeismicUnix Software to plot seismic graph. 

• The subroutines used in my programs are mostly coded by myself 
before. 

• It’s painful to use somebody else’s program, even I’m been allowed to 
use them. 

• I nearly need to read through the whole codes when I come back to 
use the codes being coded several months before. 



Then Madagascar 

• A classmate talked about Madagascar after he’s participated the 
Madagascar school maybe in 2011. 

• In 2013, I entered Sinopec to do the research work. I found it’s very 
difficult to use others’ program, because of different platform, 
different language, different datatype and the parameters is too 
flexible. 

• I started to use Madagascar and proposed to use it in our group, then 
we can share our programs and save lots of time. 

• After that, I found more powerful tools compatible with Madagascar-
Latex, and we’re trying to use it now. 



Learning Madagascar 

• My colleagues and I don’t have enough time to take Madagascar 
training courses, so we almost learn it on the internet. 



Learning Madagascar 

• I started to do some coding from: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Zero1float()….zero2float().. 



Learning Madagascar 

• I wrote several programs by using Madagascar,  



Learning Madagascar 

• We used the Madagascar program to do AVF inversion, and the 
graphs are ploted by SU. (The plot pros in Madagascar is….) 



Learning Madagascar 

• Dealing with field data. 



Learning Madagascar 

• Dealing with field data: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• How to use the Madagascar codes directly in a different platform or bring 
into a software package. 



Learning Madagascar 

• Using the programs written by developers is too hard. The intros are 
too vague. 

 



Learning Madagascar 

• Converting pure binary data into a .rsf data is unavailable in the 
original Madagascar. 

 



After using Madagascar 

• Use Sconstruct file to rerun a program and change the parameters. 

• Trying to use Latex and the given templates to write papers. 

• Still using SeismicUnix do the plotting part. 

• Use the subroutines provided by Madagascar or some opensource 
software. 

• Share the programs between colleagues. 

• The code is much more easier to be managed, I don’t need to edit 
them any more after I finished them in the first time. 



Some suggestions about Madagascar 

• Tell more details about every individual programs developed by 
different authors. More details about the meaning of every 
parameters used in the command line. 

• The plotting programs are not so flexible. 

• Categorize the programs by authors, but also by functionality, So we 
could use them more convenient. 

• If it’s possible, a short video about how to use Madagascar will be 
better. ^=^ 

 



Thank you very much! 

 


